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Listening version 04101 0381/4 0380/4Section I a car driver asks for

information about insuranceExample: Name of the driver Patrick

JonesAddress: 1. 27 Back Road, GreendaleType of engine:

1200ccModel of the car: 2. SablePrevious insurance company: 3.

North StarPrevious claims of insurance: 4. stolen in 1994Other users

of the car: Name: Simon 5. Paynter Relationship: 6. his

brother-in-lawUses of the car: Social and 7. travel to workStart date:

31, JanuaryName of the company: 9. Red FlagCost: 10. 450

dollarsSection II introduction to a walk tour11. The castle was built

in B. mid 14th century (to be specific, in 1350)12. The castle was

lived in for about C. 150 years.1314. The tour starts from C. Lilburn

gate15. Black Ope is interesting for its: A. wild life16. Nova Scotia is

the place of A. a ruined village B. a wrecked boat C. a small cave (my

choice is B, but not sure)17. The Shard can be unpleasant for its C.

prickly plants18. The Shard is worth visiting for its A. flowers19.

Which building is visible from the hill: B. the factory20. The Skipper

Mokery was built in B. 18th centurySection III an undergraduate

discusses her project with a counselorDissertation topic: 21. The

Fishing IndustryStrengths: 22. statistics and computer

modelingWeakness: lack of background information and poor 23.

note-taking skillsPossible strategyMeritsdrawbacksPeer group



discussion24. increase confidence25. share the same ideas26. use

student support service 27. limited placesStudy skills tutorial 28. too

generalRecommendation: use card index and 29. read notes three

timesNext tutorial date: 30. 25th JanuarySection IV a lecture about

cognition of animals31. Many studies about animals using language

is B. unconvincing32. The study that apes can make requests are

questionable because C. they are actually not producing language33.

We equate good eyesight to intelligence because: B. it is important to

us34. Rats did well on tests of A. smell35. Horses can use land marks

to recognize the way home.36. Sheep can recognize the faces of

people.37. 38.39. Animals do not have thoughts about thoughts.40.

To understand animals, we should study what they do well. Reading

version 04101 0380/4Passage I 1-13 Flawed Beauty: Problems with

toughened glassMatch each person with appropriate statement list

below1. JB C2. Graham Dodd H3. Trevor Ford4. B Waldon

GToughened glass has five times strength of ordinary glass, but does

not break as 5. sharp when it happens. But the problem is that it may

shatter 6. unexpectedly. The ordinary glass is first heated and then

cooled 7. quickly. The outer layer of the glass 8. contracts earlier than

the inner layer.9.10.T or F questions11. little doubt was expressed

about the reason of Bishop Walk accident. True12. The toughened

glass has the same appearance as the ordinary glass. Not given13.

There is plenty of evidence available about incidence of nickel

sulphide failure. TruePassage II 14-27 Why are the salmon are

shrinkingA. starting before 1970s B. starting in 1970s C. occurring

rather recently14. Discovery of average weight loss of salmon in



Pacific Ocean. B15. Re-establishment of stocks of salmon A16.

greatest number of salmon in Pacific ocean C17.18. 19.20.21. Loss of

salmon are identifiable to human reasons. Yes22. Breeding salmon

actually damages wild salmon. Not given23.24.25. The exact way that

nature and climate are interacting to influence salmon is unclear.

Yes26. Why is Helle and Bigler’s research important: C. they make

research more thoroughly than ever beforePassage III 27-40 The End

of Road27. The author’s feeling about Alain Dupont’s plan: B.

negatively28. The author cites the example of Oregund in Sweden

to:A. illustrate the negative effects of road construction29. The

author’s main concern about road construction is that it may:B.

affect the progress made on environmental issues30. The main idea

of the text: C. show that road construction threatens

environmentYes or No questions31. Alain Dupont’s plan is very

ambitious. Yes32. MUM project connects Senegal to Gibraltor.

Yes33. MUM forms part of road web around Mediterranean Sea.

Not given34. The pre-feasibility study was carried out by a Morocco

consultant. No35. MUM project will reduce unemployment in

Africa. Not given36. MUM project does not concern social and

environmental issues. Yes37. British politicians believe that road

construction reduces unemployment. YesMatching workA.

encouraging further road buildingB. encouraging sustainable

developmentC. encouraging road construction and support

environmental protection38. European governments C39. Europe

Union A40. EARD A Writing 04101 0381/2Task 1The following

charts (investment in transport service, public transport fares,



average daily time travel to work) give information about transport

in 5 European countries. DescribeTask 2Some people are afraid to

leave their homes because of their fears of crime. Some people think

that more action should be taken to prevent crime. Others argue that

few could be done. What is your viewpoint 100Test 下载频道开通
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